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Abstract

Parameterization of Pulses from a Particle Detector
Using a Flash ADC

Yunyi Huang

With the deep exploration of particle physics, particle accelerators, detection
methods, data recording and processing, and application of computing technology are
continuously developing. It has not only brought progress in particle physics, but also
promoted the development of the Science and Technology. The main focus of this
thesis is data recording and processing. It provides a calibration method for pulses
processed by ADCs. It uses some existing filters to achieve the accurate parameters
of pulses and existing concept to do the comparison among filters. The FPGA
implementation scheme is also discussed in the paper.
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1. Introduction

There exist various kinds of matter in this beautiful and mysterious world 

and people began research for the ultimate constituents of matter centuries 

ago. In the last fifty years, the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics was 

formulated, which has assuredly succeeded in describing the fundamental 

particles and their interactions. This theory divides the discovered matter 

particles and force carriers into three categories as shown in Figure 1.1 [1]. 

The SM has been extensively tested by various experiments at high energies 

and it has shown a remarkable predictive power which helped to observe yet 

undiscovered particles.  

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC at CERN in Switzerland) is expected to 

address some of yet unsolved questions of the SM. It accelerates and collides 

two beams of particles of the same kind [2]. Recently physicists have dis-

covered evidence of the Higgs boson predicted in SM. This particle is linked 

to a mechanism that gives basic mass to elementary particles. It is close to 

the SM Higgs boson but still much more data are required to prove all as-

pects of it [3]. 

Figure 1.1: Elementary particles of matter, force carriers and unproved Higgs bos-
on in the Standard Model [4].  

http://home.web.cern.ch/about/physics/search-higgs-boson
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The upcoming Anti-Proton Annihilation experiment called PANDA at the 

Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research (FAIR) in Darmstadt Germany will 

address yet unsolved questions of Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD) [5]. 

QCD is a main component of the SM together with the electroweak theory 

and plays a key role in describing the interaction between the quarks [2]. 

PANDA will employ proton–antiproton annihilation to research the strong 

interaction physics and particularly focus on undiscovered charmonium 

states and exotic states such as charmed hybrids and glueballs [2, 5]. 

The PANDA experiment requires a multi-purpose detector with an important 

component of a high resolution Electromagnetic Calorimeter (EMC) which 

is applied to measure the energy of particles. The PANDA detector consists 

of a target spectrometer (TS) and a forward spectrometer (FS). Those two 

spectrometers allow the detector to cover a 4π solid angle and each of them 

employs an EMC. A Shashlyk-type sampling calorimeter is employed as the 

EMC in FS [2]. But especially the EMC in TS employs a fast scintillator 

which is made of PbWO4 crystals, a high-density material suitable for stop-

ping high-energy particles and having a good energy resolution in photon 

and electron detection [2, 6].  A three-dimensional illustration of the PAN-

DA detector including all sub-detectors is shown in Figure 1.2. 

 

 

 
Figure 1.2: Overview of the PANDA detector including the sub-detector system [7]. 

The dynamic range of energy deposition aimed to be measured in individual 

PbWO4 crystals is from 1 MeV up to 8 GeV. The crystals produce short 

light pulses (20 ns signal rise-time) with intensity proportional to the energy 

Target Spectrometer         Forward Spectrometer 
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deposition in them by projectile particles. The light pulses are then converted 

to electrical pulses by photo-sensors such as Avalanche Photo Diodes (APD) 

or Vacuum Photo Triodes (VPT), attached to the crystals surfaces [8]. The 

acquired pulses represent the strong interaction physics. Measuring and ana-

lyzing those pulses (analog signals) are contributing to the knowledge of the 

strong interaction physics. 

The electrical pulses are amplified, shaped and delivered to Analog-to-

Digital converters (ADC) followed by digital signal processing units located 

in Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA). The structure with 14-bit 125 

MHz ADCs and an XC5VLX50T FPGA is shown in Figure 1.3. 

Figure 1.3: The structure with 14-bit 125 MHz ADCs and an XC5VLX50T FPGA [9] 

Real-time estimation of pulse parameters plays an important role. The 

FPGAs in this case are used to parameterize pulses and limit the data flow to 

the subsequent Data Acquisition (DAQ) System for further study.  

1.1 Aim 

In this thesis, some generators will be used to simulate the pulses from the 

EMC detector. The thesis is based on the development of FPGAs for pulse 

detection and feature extraction.  

During pulse signal transmission from the EMC to the FPGA, noise is added 

to the signal and the signal to noise (S/N) ratio is decreasing. It adversely 

affects the results of the experiment. One of the goals of this project is the 
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development of digital data filtration, to achieve a 13-bit amplitude dynamic 

range of the system (8000:1) for real physical signals, while the raw S/N 

ratio of an ADC/FPGA system is of the order of 11-bit.  

Additionally the aimed time resolution for the detected pulses should be of 

the order of 1 ns or less, while the signal rise-time after amplification and 

shaping amounts to 20...200 ns and the sampling frequency is 80MHz. 

Therefore, the other goal is to achieve the robustness signal parameterization 

algorithms which are applicable for the whole range of signal amplitudes. 

 Chapter 2 describes the hardware and software which are used in this 

thesis and gives an overview of the structures. 

 Chapter 3 provides a description of the serialization in ADC and de-

serialization in FPGA and solutions of problems during sampling. 

 The filtration methods for increasing S/N are explained in Chapter 4. 

 Chapter 5 provides the algorithms for getting parameters of a pulse. 

 Chapter 6 tries to illustrate one of the parameters, the amplitude, to 

some histograms. 

 A comparison between filters will be presented in Chapter 7. 

 Finally, we are doing a conclusion of this thesis and point out future 

possibilities. 
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2. Structure

The whole structure of the system is described in this chapter. It contains the 

hardware for development, software structure and tools for debugging. 

2.1 Hardware 

Two of the main hardware used in this thesis, an ADC and an FPGA are 

placed on the same board, see figure 1.3. 

2.1.1 ADC 

The ADC system is used to detect the pulse from analog pulses. The hard-

ware structure needs a high performance analog to digital converter. The 

requirements are as followed.  

1. Amplitude resolution:

Since the range of energy deposited in individual PbWO4 crystals is from 1 

MeV up to 8 GeV, a 14-bit ADC is used. 

2. Time resolution:

The light pulses created by the crystals have about 20 ns signal rise-time, 

and hence the ADC should provide 160 MHz with 3 samples on leading 

edge. But for light pulses which have the 200 ns integrated signal rise-time, 

the ADC should provide 25 MHz with 5 samples on leading edge. 

3. Processing power:

Processing should be flexible and re-programmable with a raw data buffer of 

5-10us for each channel. It can also do feature extraction and have external 

configuration capability. 

4. Inside the PANDA detector:
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The maximum power dissipation is not fully established but efforts to mini-

mize power consumption have been taken. It is better to have lower sam-

pling frequency and minimize processing power redundancy. In order to 

avoid radiation damage, careful simulations are needed. Radiation resistance 

tests of prototypes can be done in The Svedberg Lab, Uppsala. 

According to the requirements above, a LTC-2175-14 ADC by Linear Tech-

nology is used. It is a 4-channel and 14-bit ADC with 125 Msps sample rate 

and 127mW power consumption.  

2.1.2 FPGA 

There are two FPGAs designed by XILINX® that are candidates in this de-

velopment. A comparison is listed in the Table 2.1 

XC5VLX50T XC3S4000 

Advantages High performance 

Internal Hi-speed seri-

alizer 

PowerPC based em-

bedded system 

Sufficient performance 

Moderate power con-

sumption 

Micro serializer Blaze 

based embedded sys-

tem 

Disadvantages High power consump-

tion 

Needs external data 

serializer 

Table 2.1: Comparison between two FPGAs [9] 

In this development, a XC5VLX50T FPGA is used. The most important 

reasons why not to choose a XC3S4000 FPGA is that it needs additional 

components for data deserialization. 

2.1.3 Board Layout 

The board is designed by research engineers in the Department of Physics 

and Astronomy at Uppsala University. The board layout is shown in Figure 

2.1 
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Figure 2.1: Board with a XC5VLX50T FPGA 

2.2 Software 

The XILINX® design tools including the ISE® Design Suite and ChipScope 

Pro™ tool is used in this development.  

2.2.1 ISE® Design Suite 

Figure 2.2 represents the workspace of the ISE® Design Suite. The ISE® 

Design Suite supports both VHDL (VHSIC hardware description language) 

and Verilog HDL (hardware description language) for code writing. VHDL 

is used here.  

Clock 

Oscillator 

FPGA 

SFP cage 

(Exchangeable 

Optical  

Transceiver) 

Configuration 

Flash 

Clock 

Conditioner 

Amplifiers 

ADC 

ADC 

ADC 

ADC 

Power 

Regulator 
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Figure 2.2: The workspace of the ISE® Design Suite 

2.2.2 The ChipScope Pro™ tool 

The ChipScope Pro™ tool shown in Figure 2.3 is used to display and control 

the result from the FPGA in real time.  

Figure 2.3: User interface of the ChipScope Pro™ tool 

VIO ILA 
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There are three common cores in the ChipScope Pro™ tool including ICON 

(Integrated Controller) core, ILA (Integrated Logic Analyzer) core and VIO 

(Virtual Input/Output) core.  

a. ICON core 

An ICON core provides an interface between the Joint Test Action Group 

(JTAG) Boundary Scan (BSCAN) interface of the FPGA and the ChipScope 

Pro™ cores including ILA and VIO. The ChipScope Pro™ cores will not 

work without the ICON core [10]. Therefore ICON is an indispensable core.  

b. ILA core 

ILA cores are used to trigger and trace the internal signal of the design [11]. 

According to the trigger condition settled by the designer, some parts of the 

internal signals will be captured and transferred to a computer by the ICON 

core, and finally displayed.  

c. VIO core 

VIO cores are used to monitor and drive internal FPGA signals in real time 

[12]. It can observe the output signals from an FPGA and setting the values 

of input signals to FPGA. ILA cores are used here to trigger and display 

outputs and VIO cores are mostly used to set inputs.  

Figure 2.4 shows the structure of ChipScope Pro™. 

Figure 2.4: The structure of ChipScope Pro™ 
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There are two ways to add and connect ChipScope Pro™ cores. One is using 

ChipScope Core Inserter. The other which will be used here is writing 

VHDL codes in ISE® software. 

2.3 System Implementation Structure 

Figure 2.5: System implementation structure 

Two main parts are needed here, which are the FPGA programming and the 

implementation of the ChipScope™ Pro tool. The FPGA is in the core of the 

project and is responsible for data deserialization and analysis. The whole 

structure is shown in Figure 2.5. 
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In the FPGA part, there are 5 modules. They are Digital Clock Manager, 

Calibration, Deserialization, Filtration and Parameterization, RAM and His-

togram. The unmodified modules as shown in Figure 2.5 have been created 

by research engineers in the Department of Physics and Astronomy at Upp-

sala University. The modified modules use many exiting methods which will 

be described later in this research. The Calibration module contains an origi-

nal method. 

a. Digital Clock Manager 

This module is in charge of clocks. It takes a 125MHz clock from an 

LMK0300 clock conditioner as input. Then, it will generate new clocks with 

other frequencies such as 200 MHz and 500MHz to drive other modules by 

using internal phase-locked-loop (PLL) schemes. 

b. Calibration 

This module is used to delay the digital signals to get better sampling times 

in the FPGA. It is controlled by the de-serialized frame signal. More infor-

mation is in Chapter 3. 

c. Deserialization 

The signals which are converted from ADCs are serial signals. This module 

is used to do de-serialization of those serialized signals. Originally, the sig-

nals from ADCs include frames and data are sent bit by bit which is syn-

chronized by a transmission clock. This module will also gather bits into 

single frame and data. It is also taken up in Chapter 3. 

d. Filtration and Parameterization 

This module contains different filters, for instance, Moving Window De-

convolution (MWD), Finite Impulse Response (FIR) or Moving Average 

(MA) which are used to reduce signal noise. This module is also responsible 

for calculating the basic parameters for the pulses including pulse width, rise 

and fall time, and amplitude and so on. Chapter 4 focus on analyzing of fil-

tration and Chapter 5 is on the other hand focused on calculating parameters. 

e. RAM and Histogram 

This part which can be considered as a verification system will be discussed 

in Chapter 6. It is used to check the parameters such as amplitude and do 

judge if the filters or algorithms suit these pulses. A RAM is implemented 

because it needs to store pulse data for statistical purposes.  
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3. Signal Pre-Process

ADCs (Analog-to-Digital converters) convert analog signals to digital sig-

nals after sampling. In order to transfer the results to an FPGA, we use a 

serial protocol. The FPGA also do sampling in order to get the digital signals. 

However, the data received might be incorrect and they also need to be de-

serialized. In order to receive the correct data, an IDELAY (Input Delay) 

primitive and a bit slip circuitry in ISERDES (Input Serializer or Deserializ-

er) is used in this chapter. 

3.1 Analog to Digital Conversion 

In real world, pulses exist in analog form. In order to convert them to the 

digital form which can be recorded more easily, an ADC is used. An ADC is 

a device that converts a continuous physical quantity to a digital number that 

represents the quantity’s amplitude at time of sampling.  

The accuracy of the digital measurement depends on the resolution of an 

ADC. The more bits an ADC has, the more precision a measurement will be. 

The voltage resolution of an ADC is equal to its overall voltage measure-

ment range divided by the number of discrete values: 

𝑄 =
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒

2𝑀 − 1

Where Voltage is the maximum voltage the ADC can measure. M is the total 

bits that a measurement can have. 

The LTC-2175-14 ADC made by LINEAR Technology [13] is used here. It 

has 4-channels sampling concurrently. The data are transferred using serial 

LVDS (Low-voltage Differential Signaling) in each ADC channel. The seri-

al LVDS outputs can be 1 or 2 bits per line. Here a 2-Lane output mode is 

used.  

Figure 3.1 shows that an analog signal is transferred to 2 of 8 bits digital 

signal (OUT#A and OUT#B) with a frame signal (FR). ENC (Encode Input) 
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is the sampling clock which is 125 MHz and DCO (Data Clock Output) is 

the output clock which is 500 MHz. The sample rate is 125 Msps (Million 

Sample per Second) and each sample implies 8 bits per lane. Therefore, 

there are 1Gbit (125M × 8 bit) transferred per second per lane. 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Transmissions in one of the channels in one ADC 

As shown in Figure 3.1, after a propagation delay (𝑡𝑃𝐷), a new measurement 

is made and one serial data bit period (𝑡𝑆𝐸𝑅) is half of a DCO period. One 

serial data bit will be transferred in the middle of the rising and falling edge 

of DCO. It takes 8  𝑡𝑆𝐸𝑅 and 4 DCO to transfer 8 bits per lane and 16 bits per 

channel of the measurement.  

Each transition of the DCO clock indicates a change in data, commonly 

called Double Data Rate (DDR) protocol. An example is illustrated in Figure 

3.2. 
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Figure 3.2: Example of DDR [14] 

If the data stream is at the same rate as the receiver clock, the protocol is 

called single data rate (SDR). Each data bit changes every clock transition, 

normally on the rising edge of the clock. An example is illustrated in Figure 

3.3. 

Figure 3.3: Example of SDR [14] 

For each transmission, a frame signal is sent with it in order to synchronize 

the data. The frame signal plays a very important role in this device because 

the FPGA can use the frame to determine if it has received the correct data 

from the ADC. Further discussions are in next section. 

3.2 Serial data received in the FPGA 

The FPGA will receive the frame (FR in Figure3.1) and the output data 

(OUT#A and OUT#B in Figure3.1) from the ADC. The receiving frequency 

is identical to the output clock of the ADC (DCO in Figure3.1) which is 500 

MHz. It is also shown in Figure 3.1, that data from an ADC is 16-bit serial-

ized and the correct order is OUT#A: D13, D11… D1, 0; OUT#B: D12, 

D10 … D0, 0.  

Ideally, the FPGA should receive the same data in the correct order. Howev-

er, the FPGA can receive the wrong data since the clock for FPGA to receive 

data does not synchronize with the clock for ADC to send data. 
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Figure 3.4: Serial data received in the FPGA. 

As shown in Figure 3.4, the FPGA starts to receive the data at D9 and D8 

instead of D13 and D12, the FPGA receives the data in incorrect order.  

 

 
Figure 3.5: Serial data received in the FPGA 

Moreover, within the FPGA, the clock does not synchronize with the frame 

and the receiving data either. The FPGA can start to receive the data on the 

boundary between two data as Figure 3.5 shown. Although a human eye can 

recognize correct data in this case, the received data is still incorrect. The 

reason will be discussed later.  

In order to receive the correct data and deserialize the data, some elements 

and state machines are used. Figure 3.6 below illustrates the whole picture 

for how the FPGA adjust the received data from one ADC and it gives a 

conclusion about the elements which are used and the relationship among 

them.  
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Figure 3.6: Structure of Signal Pre-Process 
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3.3 IDELAY and IDELAYCTRL 

In order to solve the problem of the sampling time, the IDELAY (Input De-

lay element) and the IDELAYCTRL (IDELAY tap delay value Control) 

primitives from Virtex®-5 will be applied capturing the frame and bits from 

two-lanes correctly before de-serializing using ISERDES. The IDELAY 

primitive is a digitally controlled analog delay line as shown in Figure 3.7. 

Figure 3.7: IDELAY primitive [15] 

The port description is shown as Table 3.1. 

Ports Direction Width Function 

I Input 1 Serial input data from IOB 

C Input 1 Clock input 

INC Input 1 Increment/decrement number of tap delays 

CE Input 1 Enable increment/decrement function 

RST Input 1 
Reset delay chain to pre-programmed value. If no value 

programmed, reset to 0. 

O Output 1 Combinatorial output 

Table 3.1:Data Input and Output for IDELAY [15] 

The data from one lane of the ADC are buffered by IOB (Input Output Buff-

er) in the FPGA, see Figure 3.8.The input (I) of IDELAY comes directly 

from IBUF and output the data to ISERDE.  

Figure 3.8: IBUF primitive [15] 
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All control inputs (RST, CE and INC) in IDELAY are synchronized with the 

clock input (C). But the data input and output (I and O) of IDELAY is not 

affected by this clock signal. This clock input should be identical to the 

CLKDIV input for ISERDES, and it makes the clock source used to drive 

CLKDIV to also drive the IDELAY clock input (C). 

The IDELAY primitive is a 64-tap circular delay module. The total delay 

depends on the number of taps used. There are three delay modes of IDE-

LAY, zero hold time delay mode, fixed tap delay mode and variable tap 

delay mode [14]. The variable tap delay mode is used here. In this delay 

mode, the delay value can be changed at run-time by controlling the incre-

ment or decrement signals (CE and INC). When the increment/decrement 

enable signal (CE) =1, the tap delay value will increase or decrease by one 

every clock cycle depending on the value of increment/ decrement signal 

(INC). INC = 1 is increment, INC = 0 is decrement. When CE = 0, the tap 

delay remains constant no matter what the value of INC. When CE is raised, 

the increment/decrement operation will start at the next rising edge of clock. 

When CE is lowered, the operation will end at the next rising edge of clock. 

When the operation reaches the end of tap delays (tap 63), next tap delay 

value is tap 0. Figure 3.9 illustrates a timing sequence example of IDELAY.  

 
Figure 3.9: Timing sequence example of IDELAY 

If using variable tap delay mode, the IDELAY must be used in conjunction 

with IDELAYCTRL as shown in Figure 3.10. It provides precise time for 

delay, independent of process, voltage, and temperature variations. In order 

to reset the IDELAYCTRL primitive, RST which is an active-high asyn-

chronous reset signal should be asserted for at least 50ns. A reference clock 

(REFCLK) at 200 MHz must be routed into the IDELAYCTRL. The ready 

output (RDY) indicates a delay has been set. When REFCLK is held High or 

Low for one clock period or more, the RDY signal is de-asserted. 

C 

RST 

CE 

INC 

O Tap 0 Tap 1 
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Figure 3.10: IDELAYCTRL primitive [15] 

The model for Virtex® devices does not have any signal net connectivity 

between the IDELAYCTRL primitive and its associated IDELAY primitive. 

Therefore, some form of IODELAY grouping or LOC (location) is necessary 

for grouping and locating the primitives. Here IODELAY_GROUP is used. 

The IDELAY primitives of 1 frame and 8 lanes ( 2 lanes/channels ∗
 4 channels  ) for one ADC will be grouped with a single IDELAYCTRL by 

giving the same group name. It is written in VHDL as follow. 

attribute IODELAY_GROUP : string; 

attribute IODELAY_GROUP of IDELAY_inst: label is "delay_group"; 

3.4 Data Deserialization 

The outputs of the ADCs are serialized data and the FPGA cannot directly 

use these data. Therefore, before analyzing the data, an input serial-to-

parallel data converter should be employed in doing deserialization of the 

frame and the data that come from each ADC. 

Figure 3.11: Input SERial/DeSerializer [15] 
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The ISERDES (Input Serializer or Deserializer) primitives shown in Figure 

3.11 from Virtex®-5 will be used. These primitives significantly simplify the 

design of de-serializing circuits, while allowing higher operational speeds. 

The port description is in Table 3.2. 

 

Port Direction Width Function 

Q1 - Q6 Output 1 Registered parallelized input data. 

SHIFTOUT1 
/ 
SHIFTOUT2 

Output 1 

If ISERDES_MODE="MASTER" and two ISER-
DES_NODELAY are to be cascaded, connect to the 
slave ISERDES_NODELAY IDATASHIFTIN1/2 
inputs. 

D Input 1 
Input data to be connected directly to the top-level 
input or I/O port of the design or to an IODELAY 
component if additional input delay control is desired. 

BITSLIP Input 1 Input data bitslip function enables. 

CE1 / CE2 Input 1 Input data register clock enables. 

CLK Input 1 Primary clock input pin used. 

CLKB Input 1 

Secondary clock input. If using in single clock DDR 
mode (DATA_RATE="DDR"), invert the clock con-
nected to the CLK pin and connect to the CLKB pin. If 
using in dual clock mode DDR mode, connect a 
unique, phase shifted clock to the CLKB pin. If using 
in single data-rate mode (DATA_RATE="SDR"), 
leave this pin unconnected or connect to ground. 

CLKDIV Input 1 Divided clock to be used for parallelized data. 

OCLK Input 1 
High speed output clock typically used for memory 
interfaces. 

SHIFTIN1 / 
SHIFTIN2 

Input 1 
If ISERDES_MODE="SLAVE" connect to the master 
ISERDES_NODELAY IDATASHIFTOUT1/2 out-
puts. This pin must be grounded. 

RST Input 1 
Active high asynchronous reset signal for the registers 
of the SERDES. 

Table 3.2: Data Input and Output for ISERDES [15] 

As mentioned in previous session, ADCs transfer at double data rate (DDR) 

data to FPGA. Therefore, ISERDESs should use DDR mode to receive data, 

CLK and CLKB are 500 MHz. In order to get parallelized data (8 bits), the 

CLKDIV should be identical to the sample frequency of the ADC which is 

125 MHz, and it is used as a framing signal for the received data as shown in 

Figure 3.12. 

 
Figure 3.12: Example of CLKDIV [14] 
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Single ISERDES primitives as MASTER can just align 2-to 6-bit data. Here 

each lane and frame has 8 bits and one ISERDES part is not enough. There-

fore, two cascaded ISERDES parts will be used, one is MASTER and the 

other is SLAVE, which can align 7- to 10-bit data. 

There is bit slip circuitry in each ISERDES for use in aligning bytes in a 

serial data signal. It has a multistage shift register for shifting the serial data 

signal through a number of stages equal to the number of bits in a byte [16], 

and therefore, it can solve the first problem of sampling in an FPGA by hav-

ing 6 stages and shifting 6 bits to the left. In order to enable the bit slip func-

tion, the BITSLIP input is set to 1.  

3.5 Checksum & Aligning 

The FPGA can start to receive data at any time, and it causes two problems 

as shown in Figure 3.4 and 3.5. In order to solve the first problem, the de-

serialized frame (FR in Figure 3.4 is serialized frame) is used as a checksum. 

The checksum function returns a value to determine if the bit slip function 

should be performed. If this frame which is still 8 bits after deserialization is 

equal to “11110000”, the checksum function returns 0, and it means the bit 

slip function will not be enabled. Otherwise, the checksum function returns 1 

and enables the bit slip function to align the bits. The frequency of the clock 

for the checksum function is 125 MHz, because the decision should be made 

for every 8-bits frame, but the checksum function checks the frame every 4 

clock, in order to give a time for the bit slip function in ISERDES to do the 

aligning. Figure 3.4 as an example, the FR is “11000011”, but not 

“11110000”. In this case, the checksum function returns 1 in the first clock. 

Then, the bit slip function will be performed to do the aligning in the next 

three clock time. Repeat checking and aligning until the checksum function 

returns 0.  

3.6 Calibration 

Figure 3.5 only shows the received data from one of the channels of the 

ADC. Here each channel has two lanes, each ADC has 4 channels and there 

are 4 ADCs, totaling 32 lanes. Therefore, all the data which are received 

from the ADCs should be like Figure 3.13. If the FPGA start to receive data 

at position 2 in Figure 3.13, the checksum function can return 0 and the 

aligning will be enabled, but the received data can still be incorrect since it is 

close to the noise and this is the second problem. The theoretical maximum 
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eye opening is 1ns per lane. All lines are sample-clocked with one clock 

signal and the goal is to sample all data lines in the middle of the eye (posi-

tion 4 in Figure 3.13), where the signal has the highest distance from noise. 

In order to reach the goal, a state machine is introduced, since the checksum 

and aligning are not enough. 

 
Figure 3.13: Worst case of sampling 

The state machine provides a buffer for saving the result after doing check-

sum and aligning. The buffer is 32 bits and it will update each clock cycle. 

This clock hereof is identical to the clock of the checksum function whose 

frequency is 125 MHz. Written in VHDL is as follow.  

if rising_edge (CLKDIV) then 

bitslip_array(31 downto 1)<=bitslip_array(30 downto 0); 

bitslip_array(0)<=BITSLIP;  

end if; 

If the checksum returns 1 once within 32 clock cycles, the buffer is not 

equals to 0 and the IDELAY primitives will be used to delay the data and 

frame in the state machine.  

As shown in Figure 3.13, the best starting sample time is position 4, and it is 

in the middle between position 2 and 3. If the buffer is not equals to 0, it 

means FPGA start to do sampling at the wrong time, and position 1 is one of 

the examples. The state machine can delay the data by controlling the CE 

and INC signal (IDELAY primitives). If the FPGA is at the wrong starting 
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sample case position 1, the state machine should first delay the data to the 

first correct case (position 2) which is correct but not the best one. Therefore, 

delay the data onward to the next incorrect case (position 3). Finally delay 

back to the middle (position 4) between position 2 and position 3.  

But if the FPGA is not at an incorrect place in the beginning, for instance, 

position 5, the state machine should delay the data to the first incorrect place 

(position 1). Then continue the same operation above to find the best place.  

 
Figure 3.14: Waveform of adjustment in FPGA with calibration state machine 

 
Figure 3.15: Waveform of adjustment in FPGA with calibration state machine 

Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15 show the simulation of the first and second situ-

ation. The difference between them is that there is no state 2 in Figure 3.14, 
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which means for this situation, the state machine does not need to find the 

incorrect place first but the correct place. 

The reason why the state machine needs 32-bit buffer is to find the first cor-

rect case correctly. Because between position 1 and position 2, the checksum 

function can return 0 for some place, but it doesn’t mean this place is a cor-

rect place. Only if the checksum function does 8 times of judgments in 32 

clocks and all return 0, the correct case will be found. The state machine is in 

the Figure 3.16. 

Figure 3.16: Calibration state machine 
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The descriptions for each state are as below. 

Idle: This is the initial state which will judge if the FPGA start to sample at 

the correct or wrong place by using the buffer.  

To First Incorrect Case: If the data are sampled at a correct place (might not 

be the best place) in Idle state, it should go through this state which will find 

a wrong place first. CE = 1 and INC = 1 which means enable the increment/ 

decrement function and the tap delay value will increase by one every clock 

cycle. 

To First Correct Case: If sampling time is at a wrong place at the beginning 

or a wrong place was found at To First Incorrect Case, the state machine will 

go to this state to find a correct place. CE =1 and INC = 1. 

To Next Incorrect Case: After a correct place was found, the state machine 

will go to this state to find the next wrong place. During the process, a tap 

will be used to count how many steps are used from a correct place to a 

wrong place. A half tap which is half of the tap will also be calculated. CE = 

1 and INC = 1. 

To Final Correct Case: After another wrong place was found, the data should 

be delayed back step by step until reaching the half tap. CE = 1 and INC = 0, 

the tap delay value will decrease. 

Pull down: The states above raise the CE signal. But each tap value increases 

or decreases only after the CE is set to 0 back as shown in Figure 3.9. This 

state is used to pull down the CE signal in order to finish the whole operation 

to increase or decrease each tap in two clocks. Therefore, all the states which 

need to use the increment or decrement function should go through this state 

for each two clocks. CE = 0. 
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4. Filtering

A pulse must be filtered in order to significantly reduce the noise. There are 

a lot of filters in the world applied in this field. But we would like to com-

pare them in such a way that we know which one is better to use in our case. 

4.1 Moving Window Deconvolution 

The particle energy or energy deposition of the measured signal is normally 

obtained from the signal amplitude which is amplified and shaped by an 

analog shaping preamplifier (Figure 2.2) with a combination of integrating 

and differentiating circuits with time constants of a few μs before it is sent to 

an ADC. These signals usually have overlaps. Signal overlap is simply two 

or more beacon pulses (or “signals”) overlapping at some point, creating the 

illusion that there is only one signal, or fewer signals than there actually are. 

In the diagrams below, you see two signals overlapping one another in Fig-

ure 4.1 (a). When there are no signal overlaps, the signals are separated, 

which you can see in Figure 4.1(b). 

Figure 4.1(a)  Figure 4.1(b) [17] 

In order to avoid overlapping, a Mowing Window Deconvolution (MWD) 

process was applied. The MWD equation is as below. 

MWD𝑚[𝑛] = 𝑥[𝑛] − 𝑥[𝑛 − 𝑚] +
1

𝜏
∑ 𝑥[𝑘]

𝑛−1

𝑘=𝑛−𝑚

  [18] 
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Figure 4.2: Mowing Window Deconvolution process [18] 

A = 𝑥[𝑛] ; B = 𝑥[𝑛 − 𝑚] ; K =
1

𝜏
; X = ∑ 𝑥[𝑘]𝑛−1

𝑘=𝑛−𝑚 ; P =
1

𝜏
∑ 𝑥[𝑘]𝑛−1

𝑘=𝑛−𝑚 ; 

Q = 𝑥[𝑛] − 𝑥[𝑛 − 𝑚] 

Figure 4.2 illustrates the MWD process. The moving window part (dashed 

rectangle on the left hand side) actually stores the past value in a FIFO buff-

er. If the value m in the equation is bigger, then the size of FIFO shall also 

be larger. The dashed rectangle on the right hand side represents the decon-

volution part. It actually first multiplies the factor K and accumulated 

amount from C, and then add it to the result from the moving window part.  

After the MWD filter, the fast rising pulse with a long exponential tail (Fig-

ure 4.3 (a)) will be transformed into a rectangular shaped signal (Figure 4.3 

(b)). 
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Figure 4.3 (a): Original received pulse 

 
Figure 4.3 (b): Received pulse with MWD filtering 

A deconvolution operation does not improve the S/N ratio as show Figure 

4.1 (b). Therefore, the noise contribution to the MWD signal should be re-

duced by a subsequent low-pass filter. 

Noise 
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4.2 Finite Impulse Response Filter 

A finite impulse response (FIR) filter is a filter whose impulse response is of 

finite duration, because it settles to zero in finite time. The impulse response 

of an Nth-order discrete-time FIR filter lasts for N + 1 samples, and then 

settles to zero. 

For a discrete-time FIR filter, the output is a weighted sum of the current and 

a finite number of previous values of the input [19]. The operation is de-

scribed by the following equation, the output y of a linear time invariant 

system is determined by convolving its input signal x with its impulse re-

sponse h. 

y[n] = ∑ ℎ[𝑚]𝑥[𝑛 − 𝑚]

𝑀

𝑚=0

 

or, explicitly 

y[n] = ℎ0𝑥[n] + ℎ1𝑥[n − 1] + ℎ2𝑥[n − 2] + ⋯ + ℎ𝑀𝑥[n] − M

4.3 Moving Average 

As the name implies, the moving average (MA) filter operates by averaging 

a number of points from the input signal to produce each point in the output 

signal. MA is a simple example of a low pass FIR filter. In equation form, 

this is written: 

y[n] =
1

𝑀
∑ 𝑥[𝑛 + 𝑚]

𝑀−1

𝑚=0

 

In this equation, 𝑥[] is the input signal, y[] is the output signal, and M is the 

number of points used in the moving average. This equation only uses points 

on one side of the output sample being calculated. [21] 
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Figure 4.4: Moving Average process 

Figure 4.4 shows the accumulator modeled as an adaptive M-order moving 

average filter corresponding to the MA equation. 

After the MA filter, the pulse with low S/N ratio in Figure 4.5(a) will have 

reduced noise and become the pulse in Figure 4.5(b) with higher S/N ratio. 

 

 
Figure 4.5(a): Received pulse with MWD filtering 
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Figure 4.5(b): Received pulse with MWD & MA filtering 
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5. Parameterization

In this part, the parameterization is implemented after filtering the pulse. The 

idea is to get details from the pulse, such as Pulse Amplitude (PA), Pulse 

Rising Time (PRT), Pulse Falling Time (PFT), Pulse Width (PW) and Pulse 

Integral (PI).  

5.1 Pulse parameter 

General parameters of the pulse include: pulse amplitude, pulse width, pulse 

arrival time etc. The shape of the pulse is shown in Figure 5.1 with rise- and 

fall-time, The amplitude is not so stable from the influence of noise. The 

pulse parameter definitions are provided as follow [22]: 

(1) Pulse Amplitude (PA in Figure 5.1): The difference between the maxi-

mum value and the minimum value of the pulse. 

(2) Pulse Rise Time (PRT in Figure 5.1): Interval between the 10%- and 

90%- amplitude points on the leading edge. 

(3) Pulse Fall Time (PFT in Figure 5.1): Interval between the 10%- and 

90%- amplitude points on the trailing edge. 

(4) Pulse Width (PW in Figure 5.1): Interval between leading- and trailing-

edge medians. The specified and displayed value is that obtained with 

fastest edges, essentially equal to the interval from the start of the lead-

ing edge to the start of the trailing edge. By designing so that the pulse 

edges turn about their start points, the interval from leading-edge start 

stays unchanged (in practice, start points may shift with changes in tran-

sition time) when transition times are varied. This is more convenient 

for programming and the width display is easy to interpret.  

(5) Pulse Integral (PI in Figure 5.1): The sum of the differences between 

the value of pulse and the minimum value of pulse during the sampling 

time. 
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This chapter provides the measuring methods of five pulse parameters above. 

Figure 5.1: Pulse Waveform and general parameter definitions 

5.2 Baseline 

Baseline is an important element for calculating the pulse parameters. The 

baseline will shift over time, and therefore, in order to calculate the most 

accurate pulse parameters the baseline should be calculated continuously. 

However, it is difficult to find the baseline for the pulse because there is too 

much noise around the baseline as shown in figure 5.1 (b) rather than a fixed 

value in figure 5.1 (a). Moreover, as each sample is read into the FPGA, the 

first step is to determine if the sample is part of an event or a sample of the 

baseline. If the sample is part of an event pulse, it should not be included in 

the baseline calculation. To exclude samples of an event pulse, a baseline 

window [23] giving a range of the baseline with upper and lower limit will 

be calculated instead of a single baseline. 

If a sample is inside the baseline window, it is determined to be part of the 

baseline otherwise it is assumed to be part of an event pulse. The baseline 

window keeps track of how many samples have been inside and how many 

have been outside the window. Initially, the value of the upper baseline is 2 

ADC least significant bits (LSB) and the lower baseline is 0 ACD LSB. If 

the following 64 samples are larger than the value of the upper baseline, both 

the upper and lower limit of baseline window will be increased by one ADC 

LSB. If the following 64 samples are smaller than the value of the lower 

baseline, both the upper and lower limit of the baseline window will be de-

creased by one ACD LSB. Or if 512 samples have been inside the window is 

contracted by one ADC LSB. Likewise, if there are 64 samples outside, the 

baseline window is expanded by one ADC LSB. The upper and lower limit 
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PA 
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PI 
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of the baseline window will be increased or decreased a lot in the beginning, 

because the baseline window is far away from the pulse. Once the samples 

get inside the baseline window, contraction or expansion will happen a lot. 

In order to simplify the control, the three counters (above, below or inside 

the baseline window) only reset when 64 or 512 are reached respectively. 

The window expands faster than it contracts because there are more baseline 

values than pulse values. In this data set, the ratio is about 4:1. Figure 5.2 

illustrates an example of a baseline window (the upper limit of baseline win-

dow is in light green and lower limit of baseline window is in dark green). 

Figure 5.2: Baseline window 

5.3 Threshold 

A threshold is used to separate the pulse from the baseline. It is almost the 

same as the upper limit of the baseline window. The difference between 

them is that after the pulse rises and crosses the upper limit of the baseline 

window, the upper limit will increase until the pulse goes down and crosses 

again, but the threshold should be keep the same value until the pulse and 

upper baseline crosses again. This case gives a better and accurate value to 

calculate the amplitude. The amplitude will be calculated by the maximum 

value of the pulse and the threshold (A in Figure 5.3) instead of the maxi-

mum value of pulse and the upper limit of the baseline window (A’ in Figure 

5.3). 
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Figure 5.3: Threshold 

Figure 5.4 shows that the length between two intersection points created by a 

pulse and the threshold (TH1) are the arrival time of the pulse rising edge (t1) 

and the arrival time of the pulse falling edge (t2). All of the parameters will 

be calculated during the pulse width PW’. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4: Pulse width 
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5.4 Amplitude 

The pulse amplitude (PA) is the most important parameter to describe the 

pulse waveform. The measurement of PA directly affects the measurement 

of other parameters. For instance, in order to measure the Pulse Rise Time 

and the Pulse Fall Time, the PA should be measured first. Here we start to 

search for the PA from point t1 as shown in Figure 5.4. For each clock time, 

a variable whose initial value is 0 will be compared with the current value of 

the amplitude (the difference between pulse and threshold). The variable will 

be replaced by the current amplitude if it is smaller than current amplitude, 

otherwise, no change. When t2 is achieved, the search will stop and the vari-

able will be returned as the PA. 

5.5 Rise and Fall Time 

The calculation of pulse rise time (PRT) and pulse fall time (PFT) are similar 

to the PA calculation. During PW’, the comparison between current ampli-

tude and variable in 5.4 will also be used for this calculation. If the current 

amplitude is equal to the variable, the PRT will be increased by one. Other-

wise, if current amplitude is smaller than the variable, the PFT will be in-

creased by one. There are no changes when they are equal. 

5.6 Pulse Width 

A rough value of the pulse width (PW’ in Figure 5.4) can easily be measured 

by starting up a counter at t1 and increase it by 1 each clock cycle. The re-

turn value of the counter at t2 is PW’. However, the real PW is the time in-

terval between two points which are the intersection between the pulse and 

TH2. Threshold TH2 is half of the pulse amplitude. Therefore, it is difficult 

to define TH2 before the PA has been measured. There are two methods to 

calculate PW. One is, saving all of the values with time during PW’, then 

searching the memory and calculate after the amplitude has been calculated. 

Another is, using the amplitude of previous pulse as reference to define TH2, 

and then doing a similar calculation of PW’. The first method gives a more 

accurate value but waste memory space. The second method is used because 

the input pulses will not be changed for a period of time and the measure-

ments are similar during this time. 
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5.7 Pulse Integral 

For each clock cycle during PW’, the current values (amplitudes) will be 

accumulated. The sum of those values is the pulse Integral (PI). 
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6. Verification

In order to measure the precision of amplitude estimations from different 

filters, a normal distribution table or a histogram of amplitudes will be creat-

ed and analyzed.  

6.1 Histogram 

In the world of statistics, a histogram is a graphical representation of the 

distribution of data. It is an estimate of the probability distribution of a con-

tinuous variable. Histograms are used to plot the density of data and get the 

probability density function of the underlying variable. 

Figure 6.1: Examples of histogram [24] 

For example in Figure 6.1, after running for a number of times, a graph 

where the frequencies are located around 0 is the one similar to a normal 

distribution. The more samples the testing have, the more precise the distri-

bution will be. 

Here the estimation precision of amplitudes from different filters will be 

measured. The goal is to create and analyze the normal distribution table or 

histogram of amplitudes from different filters.  Figure 6.2 shows the histo-

gram of amplitude after MWD and MA filtering.  
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Figure 6.2: Histogram of amplitude after MWD and MA filtering 

6.2 Implementation 

In order to keep track of all measurements and record them in the device, an 

internal memory is used. 

The internal memory is a dual-port block memory which is a primitive inside 

the chip. It can support both reading and writing at the same time. 

Figure 6.3: Read First Mode Waveform of Dual-Port Block Memory [25] 
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Figure 6.3 indicates a time sequence example of the Dual-Port Block 

Memory with read first mode. The memory will be enabled and start to work 

when EN is asserted. When write enable (WE) is de-asserted, the memory 

will read data from the address (ADDR). The data output (DOUT) is the 

value in ADDR. When WE is asserted, the memory will write data to the 

ADDR, but at the same clock time the DOUT will return the old value in 

ADDR since the writing will be done after a clock cycle. 

The amplitudes of pulses here will be used as address and the initial value of 

all addresses are 0. Every time when the amplitude is calculated, the value of 

corresponding address will be increased by 1. The amplitudes will be meas-

ured 65525 times. The memory will store the distribution of these 65525 

amplitudes. The best case of the distribution is that 65525 amplitudes are the 

same, the value in one of the addresses is 65525 and the others are 0. 

Figure 6.4 illustrates the implementation of amplitudes storage in the Dual-

Port Block Memory. In order to save space, the 16 bits amplitude will be 

scaled to 10 bits and then stored. 

 
Figure 6.4 Implementation of amplitudes storage in the Dual-Port Block Memory 

When the EN is de-asserted, the memory is in DISABLED state, no reading 

and writing. At first CLK cycle as shown in Figure 6.4, when EN is asserted 

and the WE is 0, the memory is in the READ state. The data (MEM (PA)) in 

the memory address which pulse amplitude (PA) points to will then be read 

out to the DOUT. The initial data in MEM (PA) is 0. At the second CLK 

cycle, the memory is in the WRITE state because the WE has asserted. DIN 

has been calculated by adding 1 to the data from DOUT in READ state 
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(MEM (PA) + 1). Then it will be written to the memory address which the 

PA points to. The new MEM (PA) will replace the old one at the third CLK 

cycle, and therefore the DOUT at the second CLK cycle is still the old MEM 

(PA). The memory then becomes an accumulator of corresponding ampli-

tude as Figure 6.4 is shown. The memory is in the READ state (WE = 0) 

during the measurement of parameters. Once the maximum amplitude (PA) 

is returned, the memory will first read MEM (PA), then write (WE = 1) 

MEM (PA) + 1 to the same address of memory MEM (PA) within one CLK 

cycle.  

 

After 65525 PA values are stored, a histogram will be created finally. As 

figure 6.2 shown, the horizontal axis of the histogram represents PA and the 

vertical axis represents MEM (PA) which is the frequency of receiving fil-

tered PA. The more often the same data received, the better the filter per-

forms. 
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7. Testing

The histograms will be created in real time as described in the previous 

chapter by using a Xilinx in-chip logic analyzer (ChipScope Pro™). For later 

analysis, MATLAB®, a numerical computation, visualization, and pro-

gramming environment will be used to do the comparison among histograms 

which is hard to do in real time. The Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) 

value as criteria will be calculated from the histograms by using MATLAB®. 

7.1 Import data from Chipscope Pro™ to MATLAB® 

There is a convenient way to import data from ChipScope Pro™ to 

MATLAB®.  First, export signals with ASCII format to a file with exten-

sion .prn (e.g. username.prn) in ChipScope Pro™ as Figure 7.1.  

Figure 7.1: Export signals user interface 

The file saves a table as shown in Table 7.1. Then the column with hexadec-

imal values ‘histo_vector’ in Table 7.1 is read from MATLAB® by creating 

a function. 
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Sample in 
Buffer 

Sample in 
Window 

DataPort[0] … …. DataPort[16] histo_vector 

0 0 0 ... … 0 0000 

... … 

81 81 1 ... … 0 5A51 

... … 

1023 1023 0 ... … 0 0000 

Table 7.1: Values after export from ChipScope Pro™ 

The function is written in MATLAB® as follow. 

fidin = fopen(' histo_vector.prn'); 

( … Initialization …) 

while ~feof(fidin) 

tline = fgetl(fidin); 

if ~isempty(tline) 

 (… Pick up each value in every line….) 

for k = 1:value_size    % Maximum value of value_size is 4 

        % Array ‘a’ saves each value 

        % Array ‘b’ saves all values in one line 

if (a(k) >= 48 && a(k) <= 57) 

% ASCII: 0 ~ 9 

b(data) =  b(data)+(a(k)-48) * power(16,( value_size -k)); 

else    

% a(k) >= 65 && a(k) <= 70 

% ASCII: A to F 

b(data) =  b(data)+(a(k)-55) * power(16,( value_size -k)); 

end 

end 

(… …) 

line = line+1;    % Read line by line 

histo_vector (line) = b(20);    % histo_vector is in column 20 

end 

end 

7.2 Full Width at Half Maximum 

Criteria should be set for measuring the accuracy of amplitudes calculated 

from different filters. In this research, the full width at half maximum 

(FWHM)  [26] which is a parameter given by the difference between the two 

extreme values of the independent variable at which the function reaches 
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half its maximum value will be used as criteria. The smaller the FWHM is, 

the better the filter is. The best case is when FWHM is equals to 1 as men-

tioned in Chapter 6. The measurement of FWHM is similar as PW as Figure 

7.2 shown, but the difference is that FWHM is calculated in post processing 

and PW is calculated in real time. The value x in Figure 7.2 represents am-

plitude. The function f(x) represents the frequency distribution of achieved 

amplitudes within 65525 times of the experiment. Each function will be 

traversed twice here. Achieve the maximum value of times for the first time 

by keeping the larger value during traversal. The second time, calculate the 

FWHM by starting a counter when the value is larger than half of the maxi-

mum value and finishing it when the value is smaller than half of the maxi-

mum value. 

Figure 7.2: Full Width at Half Maximum 

7.3 Analysis 

The comparison among different filters is based on the FWHM values which 

are achieved from 8 different pulses, both single-humped pulse and double-

humped pulse with four different amplitudes (2mV, 10mV, 50mV and 

500mV). Each pulse with different filters will be tested 20 times and the 

average values of the FWHM will be calculated for analysis as shown in 

Figure 7.3 (a) and (b). Figure 7.3 (a) illustrates that FWHM values of MA 

are much lower than MWD, which means MA is much better and more sta-

ble than MWD here. The FWHM values of the combination of MA and 

MWD is among the three. The stability of MA & MWD is better than MWD 

but worse than MA. As shown in both Figure 7.3 (a) and (b), with the in-

crease of amplitudes, the values of FWHM become larger and larger, and all 

the filters become more and more volatile. A double-humped pulse means 

two values of amplitude are received from each test. The FWHM values of it 

should be double the value of single-humped pulse with one value of ampli-

tude. From the comparison between Figure 7.3 (a) and (b), it is easy to see 

that the values of FWHM in (b) are almost double of the values of FWHM in 

𝑓(𝑥) 

𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 

𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥
2

𝑥1 𝑥2 𝑥 

𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀 
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(a). Therefore, it means the stabilities of filters won’t be influenced by 

whether they are single-humped pulses or double-humped pulses. 

 

 

Figure 7.3 (a): FWHM values for single-humped pulses with different filters 

 

Figure 7.3(b): FWHM values for double-humped pulses with different filters 
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8. Results and Conclusion

The investigations provide a calibration method for pulses processed by an 

ADC. It uses some existing filters to achieve the accurate parameters of 

pulses and existing concept to do a comparison among filters. The FPGA 

implementation is also discussed. The investigations have a realistic signifi-

cance in the high energy physics, especially in particle analysis. The main 

achievements are embodied in the following aspects. 

(1) Introduced a calibration method for achieving an accurate digital signal 

after the analog signal is converted and serialized by ADC and serializa-

tion. This design method with a finite-state machine which can be real-

ized easily by FPGA. The high precision and the ability of real time ap-

plication were validated. 

(2) Combined two existing filters, MWD and MA. MWD filter can avoid 

signal overlaps and make the measurement of amplitudes of double-

humped pulses to become easier. The MA filter reduces the effect of 

noise on the accuracy of measured parameter and increases the S/N ratio. 

(3) Provided measuring methods for different parameters which are also 

suitable for real-time measurements. The most important parameter is 

the amplitudes of pulses. Accumulated the values of amplitudes and re-

turned histograms with software ChipScope Pro™. 

(4) Calculated the FWHM for each histogram and compared different filters 

with FWHM. All of the back-end processing was done in MATLAB®. 

After multiple testing, the MA filter holds the highest stability, MWD 

filter holds the lowest, and the combination of them is in between. How-

ever, it is difficult for measuring double-humped pulses by only using 

MA. Therefore, the combination of MA and MWD is the best choice 

when measuring double-humped pulses, and it is enough for only using 

MA when measuring single-humped pulse waves. 

(5) Selected an XC5VLX50T FPGA, and illustrated the structure of a de-

veloped board. The whole implementation procedure and part of pseudo 

codes are also given. 

There is room for improvement with regard to the filters. By using both MA 

and MWD are can easily achieve parameters in both single-humped pulses 

and double-humped pulses, but with an increase of the amplitudes of the 

pulses, the stability of MWD is decreasing a lot, and the stability of the 
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combination of MA and MWD also decrease a lot. Future investigations 

should focuses on finding filters which are more efficient and easy to realize 

in FPGA. Kalman filtering for example, which is an optimal estimator and a 

widely applied concept in time series analysis, can be used for future imple-

mentation. It is known as linear quadratic estimation and it is an algorithm 

that produces a statistically optimal estimate of the unknown state of the 

dynamic system from noisy data taken at discrete real time [27]. 
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